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Aromatherapy 101
Aromatherapy is the skilled and controlled use of essential oils by therapeutic inhalation and topical 
application to restore or maintain health and well-being. 

Essential oils are the volatile oils from the rind, flower, leaf, bark, root, or resin of aromatic plants that 
are released via steam distillation, cold expression, and CO2 or solvent extraction. Essential oils are 
highly concentrated, and must be diluted before using to prevent overwhelming your dog’s sense of 
smell or sensitizing the skin. 

Dogs respond well to scent and touch. Proper use of essential oils can help create a calm 
environment, soothe itchy or irritated skin, quiet digestive upsets, repel insects, create a bonding 
experience, promote positive behavior modification, and improve health.
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It was love at first smell when I attended my first aromatherapy intensive   
in 1992. Diagnosed with fibromyalgia 4 years earlier, I was inspired to make 
remedies for my constant pain and stress. Because I was pregnant and had 
a five-year-old, I wanted everything to be safe for my entire family, and I’ve 
applied that same level of responsibility to formulating for dogs.  

I founded Earth Heart® in 1996 to help others learn how to safely           
and e�ectively use herbs and essential oils as part of everyday life. 
Exploitation of plant habitats and indigenous economies, and increasing 
misinformation about aromatherapy, led to my philosophy of Responsible 
Aromatherapy™ as the basis of ingredient sourcing, customer education, 
use and safety practices. 

About Earth Heart

Dogs have remarkable olfactory memory 
and can identify smells up to 100,000 

times better than humans.

DID YOU KNOW?
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Because dogs savor the world through scent,

we make gently aromatic plant-inspired remedies 

that comfort dogs and their humans without 

overwhelming their sensibilities.
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Travel Calm® can help travelers unwind from fear of 
confinement or movement, and settle restlessness, 
drooling, panting, whimpering nausea or vomiting.

unwind · settle

TRAVEL CALM®

Guard Well® is a must-have in your first aid and 
wellness kit to help soothe cuts, scrapes, scratches, 
hot spots, yeasty ears, sneezing, dry skin or itching.

first aid · wellness

GUARD WELL®

Buzz Guard® helps you play more and worry less with 
natural insect protection that can soothe irritated skin 
when your outdoor adventures have ended.

protect · soothe

BUZZ GUARD®

Canine Calm® can relax and comfort dogs during 
thunderstorms, fireworks, boarding, grooming, 
training, adoption, crating, hospice or clinic visits.

relax · comfort

CANINE CALM®
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